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the. implementation. of. national. development. in. order. to. improve. equity,.
economic.growth.and.national.stability.in.the.direction.of.improving.people’s.
welfare.. Therefore,. to. show. how. important. is. banking. role. in. supporting.
the. implementation. of. development,. the. 6. (six). Strategic. Dimensions. as.
the. foundation. of. Banking. Standards. Contract. are:. (1).. Prudent. Banking.
Supervision. and. Good. Corporate. Governance. (GCG). in. banking. activities,.





of.Banking. Standard.Contract,. it.will. undoubtedly. create. justice,. equity. and.
assurance.of.the.rights.and.obligations.of.the.parties.framed.in.the.contractual.
and.law.bonds..
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I. Introduction
Economic. conditions. frequently. used. as. a. source. of. consideration. in.
putting.progress.strata.of.a.state.turn.into.disarray.because.of.the.swift.current.
of. change. sweeping. and. striking. the. structure. of. Indonesian. life. so. that. the.
entire.aspects.of.social.orders.almost.shift.to.find.a.new.substance.according.
to. the. challenges. and. opportunities. ahead.. It. is. unknown. how. long. banking.
community.is.beaten.by.the.boredom.of.waiting.period.for.expecting.the.reality.





cause. of. economic. structure. disruption. in. banking. standard. contract. is. the.
violation. of. law. arbitrarily. by.market. participants. having. dominant. position.
so. that. debtor. must. inevitably. be. run. over. by. monopolistic. market.. Law.
provisions,.as.the.runway.of.economic.activity,.are.tricked.without.hesitation,.











As. the. information,. basically,. banking. Standard. Contract. is. a. standard.
contract.with.the.forms.and.contents.have.been.prepared.in.advance.by.bank.
or.creditor,.and.then.presented.to.debtor..Theoretically,.the.position.of.debtors.
and.bank.as.creditor.should.be.balanced,.but. in.practice.or.empirical. level. it.
















1.. Prudent. Banking. Supervision. and. Good. Corporate. Governance. (GCG). in.
banking.activities..










Article. 33. of. Indonesian. Constitution. (UUD. 1945). states. that. the.
national. economy. is. held. based. on. economic. democracy.with. the. principles.
of. togetherness,. efficiency,. justice,. continuous,. environmental. friendliness,.
independence,.and.balancing.economic.progress.and.national.unity.. It.means.
that. according. to. the. concept. of. economic. democracy,. prosperity. is. for. all.
Indonesian.people.for.the.purpose.of.national.development.is.to.realize.a.just.
and.prosperous.society,.even. in.material.and.spiritual. in. the.era.of.economic.
democracy.based.on.Pancasila.and.the.Constitution.of.1945.
Departing.from.the.implementation.of.national.development.objectives,.
Article.4.of.Act.No.10,.1998.on.Banking.states. that:. “Bank. Indonesia.aims. to.
support. the. implementation. of. national. development. in. order. to. improve.
equity,.economic.growth.and.national.stability.in.the.direction.of.improving.the.




of. development. in. supporting. the. implementation. of. national. development,.
so.that.in.facing.national.economic.development.which.is.always.fast.moving,.
competitive,. integrated,.with. the. increasingly. complex. challenges,. it. requires.



























assets,. taking. excessive. risks,. and. is. unable. to. detect. deterioration. in. asset.
quality. and. risk. positions,. and. unable. to. handle. it.well.. The. indications. are;.
internal. control. and. internal. audit. are.not.working,.not. realistic. valuation.of.




Addressing. this. problem,. it. is. required. Prudential. Regulation. and.
Supervision.Prudential.in.order.that.the.health.and.stability.of.banking.system.
is. not. disrupted.. Prudential. Regulation. and. Prudential. Supervision. are. the.
concepts.and.techniques.to.control.risks.arising.from.bank.so.that.it.is.expected.
to.support.the.creation.of.safety.and.health.of.banking.system..To.assess.for.a.
2.I..Nyoman.Tjager,.dkk..(2003)..Corporate Governance Tantangan dan Kesempatan Bagi Komunitas 
Bisnis Indonesia..Jakarta:.PT..Prenhalindo..p.18.
3. Hassel. Nogi. S.. Tangkilisan.. (2003). Mengelola Kredit Berbasis Good Corporate Governance,.
Yogyakarta:.Balairung.&.Co..p.12.






of.bank. capital. erosion;.Management,. to. ensure. the.quality. and.depth.of. the.
principle. application. of. sound. bank. management,. especially. related. to. risk.
management..Competent.and.high.integrity.management.are.the.spearhead.of.
the.defense.at.the.risk.of.bank;.Earning,.to.ensure.that.the.efficiency.and.quality.
of. bank. earnings. are. true. and. accurate..Weaknesses. in. terms.of. real. income.




Basically. the. condition.of.banking. system. in. the. context. and.economic.
development. depends. largely. on. the. principles. and. methods. used. in. bank.
supervision. in. the. form. of:. Regulation,. The. direct. and. indirect. monitoring;.
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B. Refunctionalization to the Contract Law Principles in Banking Standard 
Contract
The. definition. of. legal. principles,. as. follows:4. “The. legal. principle. as.
the. basic. thoughts. and. as. the. basis. of. a. fundamental. rule. that. becomes. the.
foundation.of.the.legal.system”












1. The Principle of Freedom of Contract










The. principle. of. freedom. of. contract. in. connection. with. the. Home.
Ownership. Credit. Contract. which. is. from. the. form. as. standardized. contract.
then.we.may.conclude.that.the.characteristics.of.the.Home.Ownership.Credit.
Contract.are:









4. Dr.. Khudzalifah. Dimyati,. S.H.,. M.Hum.. (2004).. Teorisasi Hukum Studi tentang Perkembangan 
Pemikiran Hukum di Indonesia 1945 – 1990..Cetakan.Pertama,.Surakarta:.Muhammadiyah.University.Press..
p.193-194
5.Prof..Dr.. Sudikno.Mertokusumo,. S.H.. (1999)..Mengenal Hukum Suatu Pengantar,. Cetak.Kedua,.
Yogyakarta:.Liberty..p.36.
























House.ownership.credit.contract. is. in.contrary.to.the.principle.of. freedom.of.
contract.
2. The Legal Binding Principle
.The.legal.binding.principle.as.the.law.is.explicitly.mentioned.in.the.same.
chapter.with.the.principle.of.freedom.of.contract,.namely:.Article.1338.of.Civil.
Code. states. that:.All. Contracts.made. legally. are. valid. as. a. law. for. those.who.
make.it.
It.means.that.all.contracts.made.legally.will.bind.as.the.law.for.the.parties.
to. the. contract.. Therefore,. the. parties. to. the. contract.must. comply.with. the.
contract.they.made.as.to.obey.the.law..To.the.parties.who.violate.the.terms.of.
the.contract,.they.may.be.subject.to.sanctions.as.well.as.a.violation.of.the.law.
.The. legal. binding. and. freedom.of. contract.principles. are. contained. in.
the.same.chapter,.Article.1338.of.Civil.Code..Then,.according.to.the.legal.logic,.
it.means:





It. can. be. said. that. House. Ownership. Credit. Contract. cannot. bind. the.
parties. in. it. because. the. Contract. does. not.meet. the. principle. of. freedom.of.
contract.
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This.principle.places.parties. in.equal. level,. there. is.no.difference..Each.
party.bound.in.the.contract.shall.see.this.equality.and.requires.both.parties.to.
respect.each.other.as.human.beings.created.by.God.
To. realize. a. just. society,. then. economic. globalization. requires. the.
implementation.of.universal.principles.such.as.the.application.of.the.protection.
to.human.rights.
Starting. from.human. rights. as. the. natural. right. of. all. people,. it.would.
require. a. reorientation.of. the.House.Ownership.Credit.Contract. in.providing.
opportunities.for.housing.debtors.to.sit.together.in.determining.the.content.of.
credit.contracts.or.specify.the.clauses.of.the.credit.contract...
5. Balance Principle 
This.principle.requires.both.parties.to.meet.and.implement.the.contract..
The.principle.of.balance.is.a.continuation.of.the.equality.principle..In.this.case,.




6. Moral Principle 
This.principle. requires. the.parties. to. a. contract. are.bound. to.have. the.
motivation. to. perform. legal. acts. based. on. morality. (moral),. as. the. call. of.
conscience.
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Having.a.business. requires.ethics,.namely. the.values.and.moral.norms.























The. purpose. of. “equity. (billijkheid)”. and. “goodwill. (geode. trouw)”. is.
an. act. in. accordance.with. the.bonafides.by.means.of. doing.based.on. a. good.
understanding,.honest.and.straight,.it.is.present.in.human.soul.
The.theory.of.goodwill./.equity.can.be.included.as.a.supplement.by.the.








ownership. contract),.while. the. other. is. the. customer. /. debtor.who. can. only.
accept.or.reject.(take.it.or.leave.it.).
Based. on. the. principle. of. equity. and. goodwill,. The. right. limitation. of.





6.Pitlo. Evolutie in het Privaatrcht. HD..p.59-61.
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8. Legal Assurance Principle
The.contents.of.the.Contract.should.provide.legal.assurance.of.the.parties.
bound.by.the.contract.
Businessmen. and. consumers. obey. the. law. and. obtain. justice. in. the.
administration.of.consumer.protection,.and.the.state.ensure.legal.assurance.
The.flexibility.of.various.Contract.Law.Principles.can.ensure.the.freedom.
































to.ambiguous.situations. in.which. the.principle.of.goodwill. is.almost. ignored,.
although. the. editorial. clearly. stated. in. Article. 1338. Section. (3). state. that. a.





C.  Ethical Value in Business
Running.a.business.takes.ethics,.namely:7.
7.Keraf..A..Sony..(1998)..Etika Bisnis, Tuntutan dan Relevansinya..Yogyakarta:.Kanisius.

























and. act. in. one’s. life. related. to. the. principles. that. become. the. foundation.
for. the. realization.of. the.values. in.all. forms.and. types.of. interactions.and.
relationships.among.people;
2.. Any.form.of.cooperation.by.a.group.of.people.is.based.on.the.conventions,.












1. Ethics in the Field of Public Trust
One.of.bank.activities.a.financial.institution.is.to.lend.people.who.need.it.
and.considered.feasible.by.bank.to.get.it.
The. credit. worthiness. can. not. be. separated. from. the. principle. of. 4C,.
namely:.Character;.Capacity;.Capital;.Collateral.
8.Keraf.A..Sonny.(1993)..Etika Bisnis Membangun Citra Bisnis sebagai Profesi Luhur..Yogyakarta..
p.47-48.


















Any. information. provided. by. bank. must. be. reliable. and. should. not.
provide. any. information. that. contains. a. lie..Because. it. has.been. the.banking.




lending.distributed.by.banks. to. avoid.non-performing. loan.. The.provision.of.








2. Banking Ethics in the Field of Creating Goodwill
In.order.to.implement.public.trust,.bank.as.the.financial. institutions.or.








Credit. Contract,. all. things. set. up. as. a. clause. that. should. be. fulfilled. by. both.
parties.must.be.made.in.goodwill.. In.stronger.position,.bank.should.not.have.
the. power. to.make. Credit. Contract. arbitrarily. purely. for. the. benefit. of. bank.
regardless.the.interests.of.debtor..Bank.should.have.goodwill.in.making.contract.
clause.with.balance.of.rights.and.obligations.of.both.bank.and.customer./.debtor..
9.Pranasari,.K.,.Adrianus.Meliala..(1991)..Praktek Pemberian Keterangan yang tidak Benar, Suatu 
Modus Penyimpangan Ekonomi..Jakarta:.UI.Press..p.53.








3. Banking Ethics in the Field of Profit Earning





















above.which. lead.to. the.exclusion.of.ethics,. it.can.not.be.used.as.a.reason.to.
consider.unethical.business..Although.banking.activities.might.get.the.legality.
of.profit.oriented,.it.will.be.in.contrast.to.morality.as.a.legal.activity.is.not.always.
ethically.acceptable..However,.along.with. the.development.of. responsive. law,.





D. Act No. 8, 1999 on Consumer Protection
Act. No.. 8,. 1999. on. Consumer. Protection. was. passed. through. a. long.






10.O.P..Simorangkir..(2003). Etika: Bisnis, Jabatan dan Perbankan..Rineka.Cipta..p.164.

































E. The Enforcement of Human Righ Principle
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The. stipulations. as. mentioned. above. is. a. legal. consequence. so. that.
whatever. the. reason. is. still. in. Banking. Standards. Contract,. the. principle. of.
human.rights.must.be.upheld. concerning. the. increasingly.widespread.use.of.
banking.clauses.that.do.not.meet.the.elements.of.legal.justice.and.balance.which.
are.complained.by.many.debtors.

















of. economic. actors. requires. the. availability. of. the. underlying. principles. of.
contract. law. buildings. in. order. to. accommodate. or. facilitate. the. accelerated.
development.of.banking.standard.contract.
The.application.of. the.abuse.of. circumstance.doctrine. is. an.attempt. to.
anticipate. the.arbitrariness. in. the.making.of. standard. terms,. so. that. through.




requirement. may. cause. the. opportunity. abuse. by. banks. having. economic.










. J..Satrio..(1995)..Hukum Perikatan, Perikatan yang Lahir dari Perjanjian.. Jakarta:.PT.Grasindo..
P.230-232.





Standard. contract. as. the. implementation. and. a. reflection. of. the. principle. of.
freedom.of.contract.has.almost.become.the.needs.that.can.not.be.avoided.in.this.
modern.era.of.trade..Therefore,.this.should.be.addressed.by.legal.persons.with.
a.pattern.of. thinking.on.how.to.use. the.standard.contract.optimally. in.order.
to. accommodate. the. balance. of. rights. and. obligations. of. the. parties. for. the.
realization.of.a.sound.business.transaction..Lawyers.should.not.be.negligent.so.
as.to.make.a.carelessness.that.can.be.harmful..Therefore,.the.discourse.around.
the. renewal. of. banking. standard. contracts. as. standard. contracts,. the. role. of.






of. the. parties’. rights. and. obligations. so. that. the. authority. of. each. party. is.
transparent..It.is.intended.to.contribute.the.judges.in.the.judicial.field.to.tackle.
the.excesses.of.banking. standard.contract..The.condition.of. legal. gaps. in. the.
banking.standard.contract.should.be.terminated.as.soon.as.possible. in.order.
that.the.legal.developments.in.the.real.sense.really.come.up.to.the.expectations.
of. society..The. judges. are. supposed. to.be.back. to. school. as. soon.as.possible.
to.gain.knowledge.on.higher.strata,.so.their.knowledge.that.had.been.chained.
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